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Simulations from a family of atomistic structural models for unhydrogenated amorphous silicon
suggest that fluctuation electron microscopy experiments have observed orientational order of
paracrystalline grains in amorphous silicon. This order may consist of correlations in the orientation
of nearby paracrystalline grains or anisotropy in the grain shape. This observation makes a natural
connection to the known growth modes of microcrystalline silicon and may be useful for other
materials systems. ©2004 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.1776614]

Obtaining information on higher-order atomic correla-
tions from disordered materials has been difficult. Diffraction
measurements yield only the two-body correlation function.
A recent advance by Treacy and Gibson called fluctuation
electron microscopy(FEM),1 has been shown to be sensitive
to two-, three-, and four-body atomic correlations.1–3 FEM
has been used to study medium range order(MRO, defined
here as nontrivial three- and four-body correlations) in amor-
phous Si(a-Si) anda-Ge samples grown under different ex-
perimental conditions.1,2,4–9The FEM signal is the statistical
variance in the spatial image intensity distribution

Vsk,Qd ; kI2sr,k,Qdlr / fkIsr,k,Qdlrg2 − 1, s1d

where Isr ,k,Qd is the diffracted intensity at a positionr in
the image measured by hollow-cone dark-field transmission
electron microscopy(TEM). k is a scattering vector magni-
tude, and 1/Q is proportional to the real-space resolution of
the measurements, which was 1.5 nm.1,2,4–9An average over
different positionsr is shown ask. . .lr. In a-Si, Vskd consis-
tently shows two peaks atk<3.2 nm−1 andk<5.5 nm−1, the
same positions as the first two broad maxima in the structure
factor, which appears amorphous for these films.

In conjunction with these experimental results, computa-
tional modeling of unhydrogenated Si(or Ge) has shown that
a-Si (or a-Ge) films are not continuous random networks
(CRNs),5,10–14 but appear to consist of nano-sized, strained
crystalline grains embedded in a CRN matrix. This model of
a-Si is called the paracrystalline modelspc-Sid.5 Previous
simulations of FEM from pc-Si models show that the mag-
nitude ofVskd varies with the paracrystallite size and volume
fraction, but the first peak is always higher than the
second.5,10 This peak height ratio matches experiments on
films of a-Si:H deposited by several methods, and pure
a-Si films sputtered at low substrate temperatures.3,6 For
sputtered a-Si films deposited at substrate temperature
.250°C,7 or under ion-bombardment during growth,9 or for

a-Ge films grown by evaporation at room temperature,4 the
second peak is higher. Existing models of pc-Si do not ex-
plain these data.14

We show that the peak height ratio in FEM is sensitive to
orientational order and the shape of the paracrystalline
grains. A systematic investigation of several pc-Si model
structures shows that the second peak is higher than the first
only for models containing a significant volume fraction of
grains with a local preferred orientation or with significant
shape anisotropy. Thus we show witha-Si as a model system
that FEM can detect in otherwise amorphous samples, tex-
tural and orientational ordering not seen in diffraction experi-
ments. This conclusion is suggested to be general and could
be used in the study of other amorphous materials.

Models of pc-Si were constructed with the Wooten,
Weiner, and Weaire15 method as modified by Nakhmansonet
al.10,12,13This method gives realistic models of pc-Si, con-
sistent with experimentally measured structural, electronic,
and vibrational properties.10,12,13 Our models consist ofN
=1000 atoms in a cubic box 5aSi on a side, whereaSi
=5.43 Å is thec-Si lattice constant. A fractionfg of the at-
oms are inm paracrystalline grains, while 1−fg atoms are in
the CRN matrix. For each value offg<0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, we
constructed three models withm=1, 2, or 4, giving 12 total
models. A CRN modelsfg=m=0d was also constructed. All
these models give an average bond-angle of 109° ±10°, and
a bond length of 2.35±0.02 Å, characteristic of the best
a-Si models10,13

To obtainVsk,Qd for our models, we used a simple ki-
nematic equation1,3,2,16for Isr ,k,Qd,

Isr,k,Qd = o
i,j

aQsr − r idaQ
* sr − r jdE

−p

p

df coss2pk · r i jd,

s2d

where aQspd;fsgskdQ2d / sQukiuusudgJ1s2pQusud. k;k f −ki,
and ki and k f are the initial and final wave vectors of the
electrons, respectively.aQ is the point-spread function of the
microscope, which has a characteristic width 0.61/Q, which
for all the calculations here is fixed at 6 Å. The Si atoms are
located at positionsr i, i =1. . .N, and r i j ; r i −r j. The angle
betweenk and r i j is f;arccosfsk ·r i jd / ukuur i j ug. J1 is first
order Bessel function,gskd is the atomic scattering factor of
Si, ands is the component in the image plane of the argu-
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mentp of aQ. To obtain good statistics,Isr ,kd was calculated
from each model after rotations spanning the full 4p solid
angle.Vskd was then calculated from Eq.(1), averaging over
r and the rotations.

We list here a summary of some basic results.17 (i) The
CRN modelVskd is a featureless, monotonically decreasing
function ofk, as seen earlier.5,10 (ii ) For the 12 pc-Si models
Vskd and Iskd show two peaks, the first atk1<3.2 nm−1 and
the second one atk2<5.5 nm−1. (iii ) For a given grain frac-
tion fg, theVskd signal decreases as the number of grainsm
increases from 1 to 4.(iv) For a givenm, theVskd magnitude
decreases asfg decreases.(v) Vskd is insensitive to small
bond angle distortions.

Qualitatively, these results may be explained by looking
at Eqs.(1) and (2). If the argument of the cosine in Eq.(2),
k ·r i j , is an integer for a pair of atomssi , jd, there is a large
contribution from that pair toIsr ,kd. Equation(1) empha-
sizes spatial variations(fluctuations) in Isr ,kd, so if Isr ,kd is
different at different points in the sample, there are peaks in
Vskd for those values ofk. Due to its tetrahedral coordina-
tion, the CRN gives two peaks inIskd corresponding to the
first and second shell neighbors for each atom.17 However
since the CRN is homogeneousVskd shows no peaks. For the
pc-Si models,Iskd shows two peaks just like in the CRN
case. Since different regions of the sample have different
amounts of crystallinity,Iskd varies from one region to an-
other. HenceVskd shows peaks at those values ofk where
this happens, which corresponds to different shells of nearest
neighbors.17 For a fixedfg, asm increases, the pc-Si model
becomes more like a CRN andVskd decreases. Similarly, for
a fixedm, Vskd decreases with decreasingfg.

The FEM simulations from model structures do not
match the absolute intensities measured in the TEM. This is
a universal problem in FEM simulations;18 due in part to the
small size of the model compared to experimental samples.
This means that the magnitude ofVskd is not useful for com-
paring models to experiment. Nonetheless, the position and
relative magnitude of the peaks inVskd are accurately simu-
lated.

We now consider the effects of relative grain orientation.
Figure 1 shows calculatedVskd curves for four models of
pc-Si and the CRN. The open(closed) circles show a model
M1 (M2) with four grains withfg=0.43. Model M1 has the
grains randomly oriented while M2 has them all aligned
along the same crystal axes. M2 has a lower overall magni-
tude ofVskd than M1 because it has less spatial variation in
diffraction; all of its grains diffract together. As shown in
Fig. 1, the second peak for aligned case M2 is higher than its
first peak while for M1 the first peak is higher than the sec-
ond. Similar models, withfg=0.21 (squares) show no such
peak height reversal. A similar result holds for thefg=0.3
case (not shown). This suggests that a minimum fraction
fgc<0.4 of alignedspherical grains is necessary for the sec-
ond peak to be greater than the first. This does not mean that
there is a global preferred orientation in a sample with a
large second peak inVskd. In calculatingVskd, each model is
rotated many times, so the effective sample consists of lo-
cally aligned regions, but is globally isotropic. This observa-
tion is consistent with recent measurements ofVskd which
showed no global preferred orientation in the MRO ofa-Si.8

Shown by crosses in Fig. 1 are experimental data from Ref.
9. The data show somewhat sharper peaks and show peak

height reversal with changing ratio of ion to neutral flux
ratio. Our models suggest that this height reversal is caused
by increasing orientational order in these films.

Consider now the extreme limits as examples.(i) The
solid line in Fig. 2 shows theVskd curve for a sphere of
perfect Si crystal. Unlike the models in Fig. 1, this model
contains no matrix atoms and no strain. The second peak is
much higher than the first and split in two near thec-Si k220l
andk311l reflections. We found similar results for other grain
sizes. If the CRN matrix and strain are absent, a single crys-
tal shows a higher second peak. Small strain does not affect
this result.(ii ) The CRN model(dashed line) in Fig. 1 shows
a monotonic decrease inVskd with k. The interplay between
these two limits causes either the first peak or second peak to
be higher. In the pc-Si models with randomly oriented
grains, different grains do not scatter coherently at the same
k, but do so at different directions ofk leading to diffraction

FIG. 1. FEM signalVskd for four pc-Si models withm=4 grains occupying
a fractionfg=0.43(shown by circles) or fg=0.21(shown by squares) of the
model atoms. The open symbols(left panel) are for models in which the four
grains are randomly rotated with respect to one another while the closed
symbols(right panel) are for models where all four grains have the same
orientation. A CRN is shown by the dashed line. Only models with a largefg

and aligned grains show the second peak higher than the first. Scaled and
shifted experimental data(crosses) for a-Si films, from Gerbiet al. (Ref.9),
measured for ion to neutral flux ratioJ+/J0 of 13 (25) are shown in the left
(right) panel.

FIG. 2. FEM signalVskd for grains of unstrained crystalline Si(c-Si) with
no matrix. The symbols are for cylinders with a length to radius ratio of 0.5
and the cylinder axis along the indicated crystal direction. The solid line is
for a sphere. The dependence of relative peak heights on anisotropy of grain
shapes is evident.
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different from the single crystal limit. When all grains are
oriented along the same axis, the second peak is larger than
the first, provided there is a sufficient volume fraction of the
grains. Our simulation results are consistent with two sepa-
rate experimental observations:(i) For the same sample, a
TEM image containing a Si nanocrystal shows a higher sec-
ond peak inVskd while an area without a crystal shows a
higher first peak.14 (ii ) Growing a-Si with ion-bombardment
or increasing substrate temperature brings the growth condi-
tions closer to where micro-crystalline films grow. The sec-
ond peak ofVskd has been found to be higher in both these
cases .7,9

The shape of individual paracrystallites can also influ-
ence the relative peak heights. Figure 2 showsVskd curves
for three cylinders of perfect Si crystal with lengthl to radius
r ratio l / r =0.5. The cylinder axes are alongk111l, k110l, and
k113l. The highest peaksVskd in each case occur at thek
corresponding to the interplanar spacings parallel to the axis,
kk111l=3.2 nm−1, kk110l=5.2 nm−1, and kk113l=6.1 nm−1.
However, a heuristic argument does not suffice to quantify
the relative peak height differences.

The higher second peak inVskd occurs experimentally
under conditions closer to those that produce microcrystal-
line smcd Si. When grown by sputtering,mc-Si tends towards
crystallographically textured, elongated, columnar grains.19

Our current observations suggest that pc-Si films grow in a
similar, albeit more disordered manner: they tend toward lo-
cal orientational order and/or anisotropic grain shapes. This
tendency can be suppressed under growth conditions that
result in a very disordered film[higher first peak inVskd], but
it grows more pronounced as the growth tends toward micro-
crystallinity. Finally, the ability of FEM to see subtle aniso-
tropy in disordered materials, demonstrated here fora-Si,
may be useful in other materials systems, such as very small
semiconductor nanoparticles in a glassy matrix, or electro-
optic polymers where a preferred orientation has been intro-
duced by poling.20
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